How is Implementation Research and Delivery Science (IRDS) applied in health in low and middle-income countries: A review of the literature

Supplementary File 1: Search String, flow diagram and review methodology

**Concept 1 (Terminology)**

TITLE-ABS((implementation) OR (implementing) OR (implemented) OR (operations) OR (delivery) OR (deliver) OR (implementation science) OR (translational science) OR (translational research) OR (Translational Medical Research) OR (quality improvement) OR (task shifting) OR (policy))

**Concept 2 (Methods)**

TITLE-ABS((research) OR (case study) OR (case studies) OR (focus group) OR (focus groups) OR (group interview) OR (group interviews) OR (grounded theory) OR (ethnography) OR (ethnographies) OR (narrative approaches) OR (key informant interview) OR (survey) OR (surveys) OR (participatory action research) OR (participatory learning) OR (cross-sectional studies) OR (cross-sectional study) OR (monitoring and evaluation) OR (mixed methods) OR (pragmatic trial) OR (process evaluation) OR (randomized trial) OR (randomized trials) OR (randomised trial) OR (randomised trials) OR (Randomized Controlled Trial) OR (Randomised Controlled Trial) OR (community trial) OR (impact evaluation) OR (phenomenology) OR (effectiveness-implementation) OR (hybrid research) OR (agent based modeling) OR (trend analysis) OR (time series) OR (realist review) OR (systematic review) OR (clinical studies))

**Concept 3 (Health)**

TITLE-ABS((health) OR (Medicine))

**Concept 4 (LMICs)**

TITLE((developing country) OR (developing countries) OR (developing nation) OR (developing nations) OR (developing population) OR (developing populations) OR (developing world) OR (less developed country) OR (less developed countries) OR (less developed nation) OR (less developed nations) OR (less developed population) OR (less developed populations) OR (less developed world) OR (lesser developed country) OR (lesser developed countries) OR (lesser developed nation) OR (lesser developed nations) OR (lesser developed population) OR (lesser developed populations) OR (lesser developed world) OR (underdeveloped country) OR (underdeveloped countries) OR (underdeveloped nation) OR (underdeveloped nations) OR (underdeveloped population) OR (underdeveloped populations) OR (underdeveloped world) OR (middle income country) OR (middle income countries) OR (middle income population) OR (middle income populations) OR (low income country) OR (low income countries) OR (low income nation) OR (low income nations) OR (low income population) OR (low income populations) OR (lower income country) OR (lower income countries) OR (lower income nation) OR (lower income nations) OR (lower income population) OR (lower income populations) OR (underserved country) OR (underserved countries) OR (underserved nation) OR (underserved nations) OR (underserved population) OR (underserved populations) OR (underserved world) OR (under served country) OR (under served countries) OR (under served nation) OR (under served nations) OR (under served population) OR (under served populations) OR (under served world) OR (deprived country) OR (deprived countries) OR...
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*Articles excluded for the following reasons: study does not describe an evidence-informed intervention and/or implementation strategies that accompanied the intervention (n = 1,283), duplicates (n = 149), only abstract (n = 94), non-English article (n = 8).

**Articles excluded for the following reasons: study does not describe implementation descriptors, including contextual factors that affect implementation, any deviations from planned intervention design and activities, measurement of implementation outcome variables, discussion of the policy and practice implication of study findings (n = 763).

Article review process and quality assurance steps
We conducted a literature search guided by four critical concepts that informed the search string (see above). Concept 1, which was IRDS-related words (e.g. implement, deliver, translation, operations). Concept 2 related to research methods, including quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods (e.g. household survey, ethnography, etc.) Concept 3 focused the search to publications in health or medicine, and Concept 4 listed all LMICs. Lastly, the search was restricted to research in humans. The literature search was conducted for articles published between 1998 and 2016 in the SCOPUS database because it captures more social science literature than other databases, like PubMed.

Five articles had been identified at the outset as representative publications of IRDS to ensure that the search string was identifying appropriate articles. Once the initial search results were generated, we confirmed that all five articles were found using the search string.

The literature search identified 10,292 records, which were screened further. The title and abstract for each record was screened for the following criteria:

- a. Article must address research or evaluation
- b. Article must be about health or public health
- c. Research described must be set in a LMIC
- d. Article must address an implementation issue around delivery of an intervention or strategy

Based on the 4 criteria, articles were classified as “Yes, No and Maybe” for inclusion in the full-text review.

The initial screening yielded 2,325 records classified as “Yes” and 7,967 as “No” or “Maybe”. Of the 2,325 “Yes” records, 1,283 articles did not describe an evidence-informed intervention or strategy, 149 were duplicates, 94 only had abstracts (full article not found), and eight were not in English. 791 articles were identified for abstraction.

Twenty nine abstraction fields were defined and tested by three co-investigators to ensure consistency in abstraction (see Box 1). Once tested, 7 research assistants were trained in conducting the abstraction. Pairs of research assistants abstracted the same articles for selected records, and where discrepancies arose in the data entries by a pair of research assistants, one of the co-investigators resolved the discrepancies. The fields were uploaded to Qualtrics, a web-based survey program, for simultaneous, remote abstraction. A descriptive analysis of the 29 abstraction fields was conducted on the 791 articles that were identified for abstraction, and 763 of those articles were excluded from the qualitative review and synthesis because they did not describe key implementation descriptors defined for this study.

The quality of the 28 articles that were included in the qualitative review and synthesis were assessed using the Effective Public Health Practice project tool (for quantitative studies) and the Critical Appraisal Skills Program (CASP) checklist (for qualitative studies). All of the quantitative studies (n = 17) were rated as high to moderate quality based on the assessment of selection bias, appropriateness of the study design, handling of confounders, the data collection method, and analyses, except for 2 studies (Hopkins 1998 and Miri 1998) which were ranked as weak quality. Both of these studies did not describe an explicit study design. All of the qualitative studies (n = 9) and mixed method studies (n = 4) were ranked as high to moderate quality. The qualitative studies were assessed based on the appropriateness of the qualitative methodology, recruitment strategy, consideration for relationship between researcher and participants, rigour of data collection and analyses approach. The mixed method
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1 Effective Public Health Practice Project. Quality assessment tool for quantitative studies available

studies were assessed based on the combination of criteria for both the quantitative and qualitative studies.

Box 1: Abstraction fields

- Article identifier
- Implementation is described
- Main implementation problem or question
- Who is doing implementation
- Any deviations from the initial planned intervention
- Length of implementation period
- Country(ies) were research was conducted
- Health topic addressed
- Type of researchers involved
- Setting for IRDS activity
- Implementation led by usual implementing agency(ies)
- Additional funding available for implementation
- Additional management support available for implementation
- Type of IRDS issue addressed
- Research methods used
- Contextual factors affecting implementation, internal and external
- Implementation variables used
- Measure changes in implementation variables over time
- Effectiveness variables included
- Main results
- Target audience for research
- Dissemination of results